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Abstract 

Features created in rotating and scanning operations are very complex. Naming and 

identifying their topological faces is an important problem in CAD fields. In this paper, a 

new method of coding topological faces in rotating and scanning features is proposed. 

Firstly, contour segments are numbered. Secondly, an angle between contour segment 

and rotating axis is computed. Thirdly, all topological faces are named based on contour 

segments’ numbers, rotating axis and other information. When a face splits and several 

subfaces merge, a method of processing their codes is given. The proposed method is 

applied to HUST-CAID feature modeling system. Experimental results show that it can 

name and identify topological faces effectively in operations. 
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1. Introduction 

Hepworth gives a method of naming, caching and normalizing topological entities to 

identify faces and edges efficiently in models, which can save the modeling time[1]. Liu 

applies local topological information and geometrical information to name entities in 

which directed isoparametric lines and face-face relationships are considered[2]. Li uses 

state vectors to store causal relation among model operations and checks concurrent 

deletion operations in order to decide whether current operation is masked in 

collaborative CAD systems[3]. Li analyzes topological entities’ matching relations and 

gives a method to match topological entities in integration of heterogeneous CAD systems. 

The method consists of information retrieval, information combination and the matching 

mechanism[4]. Zhang analyzes the design intent and faces’ topological evolution process. 

He uses a dynamic naming method based on topological evolution and variable length 

string to record entities[5]. Li presents a classification-based approach to match one 

dimension entities in collaborative designs among heterogeneous CAD systems, and gives 

conditions of combining entities[6]. Liu applies faces to name all referenced entities, in 

which local topological information, geometrical characteristics and face-face 

relationships are used[7]. Jing proposes a new approach to match topological entities 

among collaborative CAD systems in order to guarantee the correctness and 

consistency[8]. Jing analyzes four fundamental conditions of solving topological naming 

problems and their internal relationships[9]. Huang gives a method to match entities in 

collaborative CAD systems, in which undoing operation, doing operation and redoing 

operation are adopted to restore contexts of CAD commands[10]. Wang applies graphs to 

represent the propagation of topological entities in which rules and algorithms are used to 

identify genetic entities in a model[11]. Wu analyzes parts’ design history and gives a 

face-based mechanism for naming, recording and retrieving topological entities. At the 

same time, he uses parametric space information to solve ambiguities in modeling 

process[12]. Zheng proposes a face-based and history-based naming mechanism to record 

topological entities. He uses face table, edge table and vertex table to manage all entities 
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in models[13]. Cheng implements synchronization between locking operations and 

unlocking operations in order to maintain spatial entities’ consistency[14]. Sang gives a 

partial entity structure to represent model boundaries in order to reduce storage size, from 

which topological adjacent relationships can be derived without the loss of efficiency[15]. 

In this paper, rotating and scanning features are analyzed. A new method of naming 

topological faces is proposed in which contour edge and an angle between contour 

segment and rotating axis are used. At the same time, a method of coding and maintaining 

topological faces is given. 

 

2. Naming Topological Faces 

Features have some specific semantics in models. Semantics of features is usually 

unchanged in modeling process. In a model, features are composed of multiple 

elements including topological faces, topological edges and topological vertexes. 

For faces and edges, they may split and merge in operations. It is very difficult to 

deal with this problem. When a contour edge rotates at an angle and scans around an 

axis, a rotating and scanning feature will be gotten. Here, contour edge is a closed 

ring. The contour edge can be a linear segment or a curving segment. Because the 

contour edge contains multiple segments, there are multiple topological faces in 

rotating and scanning features. Each topological face is determined uniquely by a 

contour segment and an axis. For rotating and scanning features, it is more 

complicated to name and maintain their topological faces. In this paper, topological 

faces in rotating and scanning features are coded as RFace_ID=(fid, ty, sid, ang, sp, 

addi). The code format is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Feature identifier Contour edge number Rotating angle Face type Splitting bit Additional bit 

fid ty sid ang sp addi 

 

Figure 1. Code Format of Topological Faces 

There are six fields in RFace_ID. Here, field fid is feature identifier. Field ty is 

the type of a face. When ty is 0, it is a flat face. When ty is 1, it is a curving face. 

Field sid is contour segment’s number and is used to record a contour segment’s 

number. Segments in a contour edge are numbered orderly. Field ang is applied to 

record the angle between a contour segment and rotating axis. Field sid and ang are 

used to determine topological faces in rotating and scanning features. Field sp is 

splitting mark and determines whether a topological face splits or not. When sp is 1, 

it means that the face splits. When sp is 0, it means that the face does not split. Field 

addi is additional mark, it decides whether a face is geometric boundary in a model 

or not. When addi is 1, the face is geometric boundary. When addi is 0, the face is 

not geometric boundary and it is called as a virtual face. In process of rebuilding a 

model, a virtual face will be hidden. 

A contour edge con has n segments including C1, C2…, Cn and ax is a rotating 

axis. When contour edge con rotates around ax, rotating and scanning feature RF is 

gotten. The algorithm of naming topological faces in RF is shown as follows:  

(1) Allocate unique number fid for RF and fid is inserted into a list of feature 

numbers. 

(2) for(i=1; i<=n; i++) 

A[i]=-1. 
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(3) for(i=1; i<=n; i++) 

Calculate the distance from each vertex of C i to ax. Insert minimum value into A[i]. 

(4) Travel array A and select minimum value A[j]. Cj is used as a reference segment. 

(5) Initialize sid=1. 

(6) for(i=j; i<=n-1; i++) 

①Calculate angle ang between ax and Ci. 

②If ang=90° then ty=0. Otherwises, ty=1. 

③sp=0, addi=1. 

④(fid, ty, sid, ang, sp, addi) is code of a topological face corresponded with C i. 

⑤sid++; 

(7) for(i=n; i>=j-1; i--) 

①Calculate angle ang between ax and Ci. 

②If ang=90° then ty=0. Otherwises, ty=1. 

③sp=0, addi=1. 

④(fid, ty, sid, ang, sp, addi) is code of a topological face corresponded with C i. 

⑤sid++; 

In a contour edge, a segment is selected whose vertex is nearest to the rotating 

axis. It is viewed as a reference segment in order to name topological faces. When 

Ci is a curving segment, its two vertexes are found. For each vertex, an angle 

between its tangent and ax is computed. Then two angles are gotten. A half of the 

sum of these two angles is set to ang. The algorithm can generate a code 

automatically for each topological face. In order to name topological faces orderly, 

a reference segment is selected. A segment whose vertex is nearest to ax is named 

firstly. For all segments, vertexes are only considered. Here, field sid is applied to 

number contour segments. 

 

3. Maintain the Consistency of Topological Faces’ Codes 

In process of modeling operations, topological faces usually split and merge. Here, a 

virtual face is applied to solve the problem that faces split and merge. RF is a rotating and 

scanning feature. When a union operation is implemented on features RF and F, a 

topological face may split into multiple subfaces. When a topological face splits, its code 

should be converted into a virtual one. It means that this face changes into a virtual one. 

In process of rebuilding this model, virtual faces do not display. When RF and F fuse, 

their intersection line is L including L1, L2, …, Ln. Calculate intersection point between Li 

and boundary line on topological faces in RF. Based on L, intersection point, boundary 

line, it is decided whether one face splits or not. If this face splits, it is divided into many 

subfaces according to L, intersection point and boundary line. Code every subface in RF. 

It is the same to solve the problem that topological faces in feature F split. 

A virtual face is named according to code format shown in Figure 1. Its addi feild is set 

to 0. When RF and F fuse, a topological face splits into multiple subfaces and it changes 

into a virtual face. At the same time, this face’s code turns into a virtual one. If the 

redoing operation is implemented, these subfaces merge into the original face again. In 

original face’s virtual code, addi is set to 1. In order to solve the problem that a face splits 

and merges, a father-son relationship between a face and its subfaces is marked. After a 

face splits in a rotating and scanning feature, this model is reconstructed. In order to store 

the relationship between a face and its subfaces, a father-son relationship table is 

introduced. Its format is shown in Figure 2. 
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… 

fid ty sid ang sp addi next 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

fid ty sid ang sp addi next 

… … … … … … … 

Father code table (FCT) 

 table PAT 

Son code table (SCT) Struct node{ 

int fid; 

int ty; 

int sid; 

int ang; 

int sp; 

int addi; 

node* next; 

} 

Struct FCT{ 

node data[K]; 

int len; 

} 

 

K is a larger 

positive integer. 

… … … … … … … 
 

Figure 2. Father-son Relationship Table 

All split faces’ codes are stored in father code table FCT. The length of FCT is len. 

Here, node is a structure and contains field next pointing to son code table SCT in which 

codes of a face’s subfaces are stored. When a union operation is implemented on two 

features, travel all boundary faces in this model and find faces which have split. At the 

same time, their corresponding codes are gotten. Field sp is set to 1 and field addi is set to 

0. Create PCode whose type is node to store this topological face’s code, and insert 

PCode into FCT. Find n subfaces produced by this original face and code them. Create 

nodes CCode1, CCode2, …, CCoden to store these n subfaces’ codes respectively. Field 

next in CCodei points to CCodei+1, i=1, 2, …, n-1. Field next in CCoden is set to NULL. 

SCT is built. At the same time, field next in PCode points to CCode1. The constraint 

solving module is called to reconstruct this model and display it. 

When a union operation is revoked, n subfaces which will merge are determined. At 

the same time, travel SCT to find nodes CCode1, CCode2, …, CCoden which store these n 

subfaces’ codes. After the union operation is revoked, these n subfaces disappear and their 

father face displays. Their father face’s code is stored in node PCode. Delete SCT which 

PCode.next points to and release nodes CCode1, CCode2, …, CCoden. Field sp in PCode 

is set to 0 and field addi is set to 1. Apply node PCode to update this topological face’s 

code. Then node PCode is released. Meanwhile, the constraint solving module is called to 

reconstruct this model and display it. 

In father-son relationship table, all split faces’ codes and their corresponding subfaces’ 

codes are only stored. Do not store codes of topological faces that do not split. When a 

face splits, this face’s code need to be retained. Its sp field and addi field should be dealt 

with. When multiple topological subfaces merge together, their codes will not be retained. 

 

4. Experiments 

The method of naming topological faces proposed in this paper is applied to a feature 

modeling system HUST-CAID. In module that rotating and scanning features generate, 

the proposed method is applied to code topological faces in features. In modeling process, 

the method is used to manage and maintain topological faces’ codes. A rotating and 

scanning feature is built in HUST-CAID system. In 2d modeling interface, a contour ring 

is drawn. The ring is surrounded by five contour segments including a bezier curving line, 

an arc curving line and three linear lines. In 3d modeling interface, the ring rotates around 

an axis. Then, a rotating and scanning feature is gotten. It is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 
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3, this rotating and scanning feature has five topological faces including one inside face 

and four outside faces. In HUST-CAID system, the proposed algorithm is applied to code 

each topological face. 

 

 

Figure 3. Rotating and Scanning Feature 

In 3d modeling interface, two elliptic cylinder features are drawn. Code 3 topological 

faces in each elliptic cylinder respectively. Finally, a union operation is used to fuse the 

rotating and scanning feature with each elliptic cylinder together. Use father-son 

relationship table to store a split face’s code and its corresponding subfaces’ codes. The 

reconstructed model is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The Reconstructed Model 

5. Conclusion 

Characteristics of rotating and scanning features are analyzed in this paper. A method 

of naming and identifying topological faces is proposed, which refers to contour 

segment’s number and an angle between contour segment and rotating axis. A unified 

code format of topological faces in rotating and scanning features is defined. In union and 

revocation operations, a new method of maintaining topological faces’ codes is given. 

Field addi is used to guide a model’s reconstruction. Experimental results show that this 

method can maintain topological faces’ codes effectively that have generated in modeling 

process. 
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